Andreas Efendi is afraid about the prophecy that 2 million people will be killed. “Why are you afraid?”, SEE answers...

...Allah says in every holy book: “Don't kill.” The believers also have to believe that killing is forbidden. Are the so-called believers real believers when they kill? - No. Otherwise the world would be paradise.

The prophet (saw) said: “In the end times the Muslims will just bear the name "Muslim" but they won't be Muslims.” - The same with Christians or Buddhists. The so-called believers won't be believers.

Our prophet (saw) saw the end of the movie. He (saw) told about the situation the people will be in during the end times. This is an information. No prophecy. A prophecy means that it is also possible that it won't happen. But this will happen.

The prophet (saw) also bears the name “Muhbiri sadik” - The reliable source. He (saw) talks about the things which are true as he has a reliable source too. The prophet (saw) doesn't make prophecies. He (saw) talks about the truth, about things he saw.

We better don't say prophecy but statements. Muhammed (saw), Jesus (as) and also Moses (as) have told us about that. All prophets said that. The negative touch does not belong to the statement of the prophets but to the thoughts of the people - the bad
thoughts.
The prophets warned us not to be in that negative energy field, which is the bad thoughts, the fear, and gave the advice to remain clean. He (saw) gave us another path: The washing machine instead of the fire. It is the rescue ship. Don't be afraid.

For about a hundred of years Noah (as) reported about the great flood. He (as) warned the people. A grandchild of a person living at that time said to Noah (as): “You have been reporting about the great flood for a hundred years, but there is no flood.” And Noah (as) said: “It was not for them to experience the flood but you will. Tomorrow I will start to build the ark. Your grandfather died as an unbeliever as he was warned and did not believe. Tomorrow I will start to build the ark.”

Noah (as) asked: “How can I build that ark?”
At this time there were giants living on earth and Noah (as) asked a giant to bring him huge logs. But the giant had one condition: Noah (as) had to feed him until the giant had enough and was satiated.
“I will disclose to you a formula with which you will be satiated only by eating a single bite,” Noah (as) said. “This formula is Bismillahirrahmanirrahim.”
The giant agreed and brought him many logs. And when he finished he took a bite with “Bismillahirrahmanirrahim” and was satiated like he has never been satiated before.

This is the power of the Besmele which will be revealed. The Sahaba asked the prophet (saw) how the people will survive in the end times. He (saw) answered that they only need to drink and to eat something every 40th day with “Bismillahirrahmanirrahim” and they will be satiated.

They said to Noah (as): “There will be a ship? We have never seen the sea. We have never seen rain for hundreds of years.”
But Noah (as) built the ark. And the flood came.

May Allah protect us. The one who believes is save. The ones who laughed died in their disbelief. Has this been the negative energy field of Noah (as) just because he talked about that for a hundred years? - No. He (as) waited for that negative field to come as he knew about it and he (as) warned the people.

Everyone has a different energetic field. If 40 people were sitting here, who would be the one with an energy field that pleases you? - This is a place like Noah's (as) ark. Here someone is sitting who has the connection to Allah and builds up a positive energy field. That's why you are coming here. As outside the energy field is negative.
Am I the one who makes the negative energy field outside? - No, I am also escaping inside here. And here is the positive energy field as I am believing in what the prophets said.